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“CONTRAST”




Contrast in art and design occurs when two related elements are different. The greater the difference the greater the contrast. Contrast adds variety to the total design and creates unity. It is what draws the viewer's eye into the painting and helps to guide the viewer around the art piece. 
The key to working with contrast is to make sure the differences are obvious. The most common ways of creating contrast are by creating differences in: Size, value, color, type, texture, shape, alignment, direction, and movement.
STEP1:
On your journal page, describe the job of a GRAPHIC DESIGNER vs. the job of an ADVERTISING AGENT/MARKETER.  How are the 2 careers different?  How are they the same? Use complete sentences in your response.

	Write IN YOUR OWN WORDS a description of the meaning of CONTRAST vs. GESTALT PRINCIPLE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN.  Explain HOW contrast in art adds visual interest for the viewer.  WHY would contrast be an important element of design for a graphic designer?  A marketer/advertiser?  Use complete sentences.


STEP 2:
Do a search on the internet or take a picture from a magazine of an advertisement/logo that shows great contrast. Print, cut and paste the image in your sketchbook. (This image needs to be about 3”x5”.)  SKETCH THE LOGO.  How did the designer use contrast effectively?
	Search or cut/paste from a magazine a landscape or portrait that shows great contrast. Do a gesture sketch of the image. What might the contrast communicate?  Does the contrast show emphasis of certain objects? HOW?

Step 3:
Draw a 4”x5” rectangle on the same page.  Inside the 4x5 rectangle, design a small, ORIGINAL black and white logo using effective contrast. Fill in areas of black with black marker. There should be balance in the areas of black and the areas of white.  The overall image should have balance in composition, variety, and black/white.  What is being emphasized? Draw an arrow to the area of emphasis.

No late journals or incomplete work accepted.

